Abstract-A modified delta encoding method a to speech signal are proposed. In this m algorithm is applied to find the minimum dis two frames in speech signal and minimum spa to find an effective delta encoding path. I method is applied to the compression of sinu results show that the data size after compres than a usual delta encoding whose path permutated. In addition, the proposed method to apply on data security for practical use encoding path which can be used as the securit and long enough.
INTRODUCTION
Delta encoding is the technique of stori data as the difference between successive sa samples themselves. There are many prac where the new information received is si already existed [1] . It can be used in data performs well when values of the encoding between adjacent data, but loses its effi encoding data are unsorted. The selection of path is important and can be modeled by problem. There is no such method that encoding in terms of graph theory. In our pro path of encoding is selected by integrating m tree (MST) and Hungarian algorithm.
MST is a spanning tree whose total wei Hungarian algorithm, on the other hand, i algorithm for solving assignment proble proposed by Harold Kuhn in 1955 [2] . The c of the original algorithm was O(n 4 ), and then by Edmonds and Karp [3] . Sinusoidal codin representation that utilizes only sinusoidal co
In the proposed method, a sinusoidal mo waveform is used to develop a new technique that is characterized by the amplit and phases of the component sinusoids. F between two sinusoids for all frames the w determined, which contributes to efficient per In simulation, the proposed method was appli spanning tree of a weighted graph with mi weight. Prim's algorithm is commonly used [5] . The algorithm starts from an arbitra complete graph, in each step, the tree grow smallest edge. Repeat this until all vertices a is the MST. Fig.1 shows an example of spann vertices V1-V6 are connected and labeled sub-graph connected by the red lines is an MS
C. Hungarian algorithm for assignment pro
Assignment problem is a problem a assignment which minimize (or maximize) weighted graph. Given an assignment proble n ×n matrix , 0, which exp assigning i to j. Let be the i-j assign obtain. The standard form can be expressed a
The Hungarian algorithm can be briefly following 4 steps:
1. If necessary, convert the maximum as to the minimum assignment problem. Th be achieved by replacing each d ij w .
2. Find out the minimum value of each subtract it off.
3. Use as few lines as possible to cover a matrix, suppose there are k lines.
If k<n, find the minimum value elements and subtract it off fro elements, at the same time, add th to elements that covers two lines start of 3. 4. Make assignments from t column after the assig assignments can be made more than one zero, shift t left to the right until all as
D. Sinusoidal coding
The diagram of sinusoidal c sinusoidal parameter analysis m into time frames, and each amplitudes, frequencies and ph These parameters are estimate transform using a simple peak-p In quantization model, t quantized using auditory scales are quantized by log scale and the phase is quantized without path selection part, an effect proposed method. In the entrop can be encoded by entropy e coding [6] and Range Coder [7] In conventional delta encod to their sequence only. Convers rearranged and modeled into a g
III. MODIFIED DELTA ENCO COD An efficient modified d Hungarian algorithm and MST

A. Modified Delta Encoding
Our method achieves more permutating the elements of de The permutation is selected by f the modified delta encoding the top row, delete that row and gnment is made. If not all e and the remaining rows have to the column and start from the signments are made.
coding is shown in Fig.2 Figure 4 . Assignment problem solved by Hungarian algorithm, k is the total number of sinusoids in one frame algorithm is used for calculating the distance between two frames. Fig.3 gives the detailed model of the modified delta encoding method. The ith frame of the input signal can be modeled as the sum of a bank of sinusoidal oscillators [8] :
where { } is the number of sinusoids in one frame and { }, { } and { } represent the amplitude, frequency and phase of the kth sinusoid in ith frame , respectively.
For each frame, it is an unordered data set formed by sinusoids. The distance, , between two sinusoids for all frames is defined as the squared distance of the three extracted parameters.
The distance between two frames is modeled into an assignment problem and obtained by using Hungarian algorithm. Fig.4 provides an example of the final result of assignment problem, each sinusoid in one frame is assigned to one sinusoid in the other frame. Finally the minimum total distance of two frames is obtained by using Hungarian algorithm.
All frames of the signal form into a complete graph. Fig.5 shows an example of the complete graph and the MST is obtained by applying Prim's algorithm. The adjacent list of the minimum spanning tree is defined as an H-list which is both an efficient delta encoding path and the key for data security.
B. Computational Complexity
The computational time of the distance calculation between two sinusoids is O(d), where d is the number of parameters in one sinusoid. The computational time of Hungarian algorithm is O( ), where is the number of sinusoids extracted from one frame. The total computational time of the proposed method is O( ), where is the number of frames.
Although computational complexity of the proposed method is greater than that of the normal coding, the data size after compression is 6% smaller than normal one. In addition, we may generate the secure data that will be described below.
C. Security Consideration
Data security is ensured by transforming the data information from one form into another form by using certain algorithms depending on some keys [9] . The strength of the algorithm is often described by the length of the key, the more bits in the key, the harder it is to decrypt data simply by trying all possible key in an exhaustive search. For data that needs to remain secure for the foreseeable future, the key must be as much as 160 bit [10] . In our proposed method, the key is the H-list obtained from MST, its length depends on the number of speech frames. Suppose there are N frames in the input signal, and A denotes the number of bits that needed for encoding each frame number, the key length is A N while the key length is AN bits which is long enough to be a security key.
D. Algorithm Steps
The algorithm steps can be described as follows: 1. Frame the input signal into time segments so that the characteristics can be considered stationary. 
IV. SIMULATIONS
The validity and efficiency of the proposed method is evaluated by changing the parameters and the following conditions.
The conditions are normal coding, delta coding, delta coding with MST, delta coding with Hungarian algorithm and delta coding with both MST and Hungarian algorithm. The ** ** ** * ** ** ** ** ** Figure 6 . Average compression size of sinusoidal coding. The data size after compression by Delta Coding, MST+Delta Coding, Hungarian+Delta Coding and MST+Hungarian+Delta Coding methods are 0.6%, -3.6%, 5.7% and 6.5%
smaller than Normal Coding, respectively. The marks ** and * denote significant differences with 99% and 95% confidence, respectively machine environment used in the experiment is listed in Table  I .
For evaluating the proposed method, 44.1kHz, 1-channel, 16bit, male and female speech signals were used as the input signals. The input signals were segregated into 1024-point length frames. K sinusoids were extracted from each frame. The sinusoidal parameter values were obtained from the short-time Fourier transform using a simple peak-picking algorithm.
Two simulations were done for sinusoidal coding. The first one is the comparison of the data size after compression. Five different coding methods were chosen, they are normal coding, delta coding, delta coding with MST, delta coding with Hungarian algorithm and delta coding with both MST and Hungarian algorithm. Twenty speech samples with 30-second length were chosen to evaluate the method. For each frame, 32 sinusoids were extracted. Fig.6 shows that the data size after the delta encoding with both MST and Hungarian algorithm is smaller than the other four methods. We can confirm that the proposed method is efficient for sinusoidal coding from the aspect of compression size.
The second one is the comparison of the data size after compression between delta coding without permutation, with MST and with both MST and Hungarian algorithm. In the simulation, the number of sinusoids extracted from one frame K={4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48 ,64} were compared. The results shown in Fig.7 illustrate that the larger the number of sinusoids the larger the data size after compression. When the number of sinusoids is less than 12, the delta coding with MST method performs better than delta coding without permutation. And delta coding with both MST and Hungarian algorithm always performs the best.
V. CONCLUSION
A modified delta encoding method using Hungarian algorithm and Minimum spanning tree has been proposed. In this method, Hungarian algorithm is applied to find the 
Number of Sinusoids
Delta Coding MST + Delta Coding MST + Hungarian + Delta Coding ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** Figure 7 . Comparison of the data size after compression between delta coding without permutation, with MST and with both MST and Hungarian algorithm, the marks ** and * denote significant differences with 99% and 95% confidence, respectively minimum distance between two speech frames while MST is used to find an effective encoding path.
In simulation, the proposed method was applied to sinusoidal coding. The results show that the data size after compression of our method is 6% smaller than usual delta encoding.
The H-list in which the connection of frames is written can be used as a security key in speech or music transmitting and storing. Although it is a private-key for symmetric system, it can ensure the security of the data in some extent because of the long enough key and large enough key space obtained by the proposed method.
